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Things to Consider….
Late last week the USDA released Monthly US Pork
export numbers and as expected volumes increased
seasonally over the previous month (Sep) and once
again came in higher than year ago levels for the 15th
consecutive month.
Total US pork exports reached 501.944 Million pounds,
one of only 8 months in the last 7 years to top the 500
Million pound mark. Notable export gains in countries
like the Philippines, South Korea and renewed interest
from Japan were more than enough to overcome minor
loses in Canada, Mexico and China.
Expectations are for exports to continue at a robust
pace, based on weekly data, offering underlying support
to the lean hog futures market into 2019. However, for
the remainder of 2018 high slaughter numbers and
abundent pork supplies are going to continue to keep
cash markets under wraps. Producers should expect to
see a bottom in the cash hog market in the next week or
so as seaonality is soon to kick in.
Lean hog futures peaked on Nov 23rd and have since
traded mostly sideways with little change from the high
registered a couple weeks ago. Most contracts are only
$1 from their top which still provides excellent hedging
opportunities for producers. Producers must remember
that although most of the news being published recently
can be considered positive long-term, the market will
eventually run out of positive things to say, likely
resulting in a correction to today’s strong prices.

Weekly Hog Price Recap
Cash hogs fell on continued ample supplies and were
pressured by lower packer bids reportedly due to
lessened retail demand ahead of the Christmas holidays.
Regional and national cash hogs finished the week lower
with weaker values reported the front half of the week,
primarily Wednesday. CME cash was also reported
lower, however lessened values were reported the latter
half of the week. Cash hog bids were generally
moderate, ending the week on the lighter side.
Wholesale pork values reported stronger primals, pulling
cutout $3.44/cwt over a week earlier.
Canadian hog markets were generally $1-$3/hog lower. Markets based off regional pricing, such as the
WHE and ML Sig 5, as well as pricing out of Quebec were each down near $2/hog. In the prairies, 201derived pricing pushed markets $1/hog lower. Further east, Ontario saw values decline $1.50/hog. In the
US, Tyson values declined more than $1/hog while those out of JM fell more than $3/hog.

Weekly Hog Margins
Rising feed costs coupled with falling hog values pressured hog margins again this week, dragging hog
margins to a 12-week low. Farrow to finish feed costs jumped more than $3/hog north of the border,
while those in monitored US regions climbed shy of $2/hog. Monitored Canadian hog margins
weakened $4-$5.50/hog with the WHE, Sig 5 and margins calculated out of Quebec down the most.
Other Canadian hog margins based off 201-based pricing were $4-$4.50/hog lower. In the US, Tyson
margins fell $3/hog while JM hog margins were calculated $5/hog lower.

US Regional Margins –

Tyson $ (14.43) USD X 1.3293 = $ (19.18) in Canadian Dollars
Morrell $ (24.51) USD X 1.3293 = $ (32.58) in Canadian Dollars
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